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QUAY COUNTY,

SAN JON.

Sunday School at 10:30 A. M.
Preaching at 1 1 by pastor. SubThe
ject: "The Resurrection''.
Rev. J. L. Oliver who has been sermon will be followed by the
teaching a subscription school at Lords Supper.
this Dlace closed his school Mon- Junior Missionary Society at
noon
day
3:00 P. M.
Preaching at night by pastor.
A brother of'P. G. Williams
"The value of the imhousehold
Subject:
car
a
in
with
of.
came
goods Monday, and will make mortal soul'.
this his home. We welcome them
Every one is cordially invited
to worship with us in these servicto our community.
es.
and
Southerland
family
F. S.
Edward W. Morton, Pastor
returned Monday, from Hinton,
his
after
Oklahoma, to look
3W RANCH ROUNDUPS.

AND VALLEY.

C. W. Alsdorf and family spent
Sunday at Z. T. McDaniel's.
The L. M. I. Club met with
Mrs. J. A. Atkins Thursday.

T. C. Stutts got a load of feed
J. G. Ellis Wednesday.
E. D. Reed purchased a new
Ford car in Tucumcari, Monday.

from
,

Headquarters for 'Pratts Hest
Flour, and the home of 'Best
Coffees'. Try us.
Sq. Deal Cash Store.

adv. property interests.
Brine ybur Notary Work, of all REVUELTO HAPPENINGS.
kinds to this ofliice.
March 29 191 5
and
Mr.
C.
Mrs.
Mrs, Scott and childE.
and
Mr.
to
Born,
Pullen
Christy Wednesday a 10 pound ren spent Sunday at the
home.
boy. All doing well,
Mrs. Mary Cavender is slowly
Pay us a visit and see what we
have. Our prices will interest improving.
Rev. J. P. Masterson filled his
you. Sq. Deal Cash Store, adv.
the FellowThe L. M. I. Club will Rive a regular appointment at
ship Church Saturday night and
play the Eve. of April 9th.
Admission 40 cts. Sunday to a large crowd. He was
accompanied by his daughter,
Ray Griffiths and Roy Reed
made a trip to Tucumcari, Tues- Pauline.
Miss Fannie Cannon visited
day evening on the passenger, returning Wednesday morning by Sunday with Nora Abbott.
Mr. Earl Frost and cousin atjiuto.
s tended church at this place SunJust arrived, a nice line of
and other dress goods, at day.
Mr. Walter Goforth is visiting
prices that will astonish you.
adv.
Store.
Cash
with home folks at present.
Sq. Deal
These visiting at the Jenkins
Mr. Dunn ol the plains commenced loading a car of wheat at home Sunday were Misses Pauline
this place Wednesday, but on ac- Masterson, Jessie Spuriock, Susie
count of the snow had to wait for Brown, Messrs 'Arthur Brown,
better weather to finish loading John Mitchell and Chas. Tippins.
Mr. Lee Shiplet and family and
his car.
,(
.1
I
1
11
Vf
m.
P. E. Jenkins and wife and Miss
tjcru: 19 nil. aim wis. j.
took Sunday dinner
Carter, on Saturday, twin babies, Lola Rodgers
a bov and girl. Mother" and at Mr. Rotrambles.
Mr. J. T. King went to Tucumbabies doing nicely , and J, V. is
thought to be out of danger, at the cari Monday.
Messrs Thrasher, Shiplet Jenktime of ourgcing to press.
the
was
Dr. Boggs
attending ins, Rotrambte, and Gordanier
went to Logan
Monday,
physician.
school
the
lumber
to
for
enlarge
A full line of staple and fancy
house.
groceries, also stock salt of al!
Mr. J. R. Smith and family at-- 1
kinds, ray us a visit.
adv. tended church Sunday and took
Square Deal Cash Store.
dinner at the W. Y. Mitchell home.
begin-ningatSn-

s.

Ring-.ham-

1

--

.

Good moisture in the ground;
grass looking fine; all stock looking well; every body feeling good.
Dr. Boggs and tarAily yisited
the 3W Ranch Monday and called
on Mrs. H.J. Winans.
Mr. Frank Lucas will almost
finish his fine stone house this
week.

Mrs. D. E. Jenkins spent Monagent for the celebrated
with home folks.
Inquire of day
Springfield Wagon.
Rev. Oliver will preach at the
Z. T. McDaniel, for prices.
San Jon, N. M. Anniston school house, Sunday,
W. A .Stalkuo
April 4th.
T. I?. Stutts moved from the
Ben Robinson and family spent
Sentinel building and Clarence
Sunday with Chris Rodgers and
Johnson from the Boggs building, family.
on Thursday, to the hotel, where)
Ruben Shiplet and family spent
they will continue to look after the
night at Dan Cummings
Saturday
wants of the traveling public.
and attended church Sunday.
Dr. Boggs retired from the hotel
"Red Rose"
on the same day and moved to his
NORTH BEND ITEMS
property on east Main Street,
Wilkins'
the
known
as.
A 'norther'
visikd the Bend
formerly
will
continue
he
where
property,
Monday.
in the drug business.
Wheat is still jumping un the
Jad and other Laxative Salts, plains.
Bert Sharp made a tri p to the
Pinex and other Cough syrups,
laxative
and
other
Podolax
syrups, valley Tuesday.
school supplies, Toilet soaps, face
Quite a crowd gathered at Mr.
powders and cold creams, Paints,
Cook's Thursday right and
Candies, and Cigars. Oyer 500 Henry
him
a rousing welcome home
gave
different Drugs.
Store.
with
bride.
There were about
his
San Jon,
Drug
adv. thirtv present, including ten laJust arrived, a new and pretty dies, who went to join in the fun
line of ladies and childrens hats. and pay their respects to Mrs.
Cook. They cleared their own
Prices right.
adv.
back yards of old tubs and buckStore.
Cash
Deal
Sq.
ets but they left Mr. Cook a good
Mutual
Farmers
Telephone
days work ahead of him Friday.
Company will have a meeting at After shooting and throwing
every,
the Prairie Dell school bouse,
on the house,
imaginable
thing
Tuesday night April 6th for the
they were invited in and treated to
purpose of electing officers for the
candy and cigars and after about
ensuing year, and the transaction two hours
spent in jollying with
.of anv business that may come beMr. and Mrs. Cook, thev all left
At this meet- fore the meeting.
for home, deciding it was the finest
-- mg the organization of new lines
time they had had since they were
and the cxtention of the present 'kids.'Again Mr. and Mrs.
sistem will be discussed. You are
Cook's
many friends wish them 'a
urged to be present at this meet- long and
happy life.
of
)ing, whether you are a member
(continued on last page)
j
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Ray

of

served a

have
your answer;
cony
Laird, of Fredric, Oklahoma, filed 011 the said contestant either in per
near Bad Lands, last week.
son or by registered mail.
You should state In your answer
on
The contractors are at work
tho name of the post office to which
the new bridge across Revuelto
you desire future notices to be sent
creek on the state road.
to you.
R. P. Donohoo, Register.
Mr. and Mrs. Holiday made a
Felipe Sanchez y Baca, Receiver.
trip to Tucumcari Saturday.
Date of first publication, Mar, I9. l&li
" secend "
Mar 26, I9I0.
Nice singing at Mr. Paynes last
"
" " third
2, 1915.
April
Sunday night. All report a good
"
fourth "
April g. Ial5.
time.

Mr. Foster has moved on and is
improving his homestead north
-.
west of the ranch. .
-

.-

CONTEST
,.

,

s

NOTICE

PART, Or TMt SlMIHIKI

Sl-

-

NUMBER 37

-

A Shipment of

Wrist's

Liquid (Smoke and Mam
Pickle. Try a Bottle and keep

j
j
j

your meat nice and Sweet.
Guaranteed.

Satisfaction

II

1MIIEL

A STEADY CffiOWTH.
THE

STEADY GROWTH OF THIS BANK IS AN

OF ITS CONSTANTLY
ERY

CUSTOMER

ING CAREFUL
INCREASE

INCREASING

TO

SERVICE.
ATTENTION

THE PROMPTEST

AND EFFICIENT

COURTEOUS

.MANAGEMENT.

SERVICE

IS

AFFORD

EV-

AND THE MOST

THE AIM OF OUR

THAT THE PUBLIC

APPRECIATE

IS

BY

BANK' KG SERVICE

INDICATION

SHOWN

PAINSTAK-

THE LARGE

IN OUR BUSINESS.,

DEPOSITORY FOR UNITED STATES
GOVERNMENT.

First National Bank
Tucumcari, H. M.

(

Serial No. OlOW
- " v
flll200

'

Contest "No. 5521
Ant Martin filed in the bad lands
of
Interior TJ. S. Land
tho
Department
this week. The bad lands seem
Ollice at Tucu;ncaii, New Mexico
to be catching all the bacbejors March 15, 13U".
homesteading.
To Heirs and Legal representatives
widow of Isaac Williams, of
and
The Pence family have moved
Oklahoma, and Norton.
on their place south of the ranch.
New Mexico, Contestee:

Capital and Surplus $60,000.00

Con-nervin- e,

The Bad Land Scribe.

COURT
EIGHTH JUDICIAL
DISTRICT OF THE STATE
OF NEW MEXICO, WITHIN
AND FOR THE COUNTY OF
IN

THE DISTRICT

OF THE

QUAY.

I am

i

hlsdulv corroborated applica
tion to contest and secure tho cancelation of your Homestead Entry,
no. 012823 Serial No. 012823 made
Sec
December 27, 109, for NW1-4- ,
tion 10. Township tf north Range 33 i
east of, New Mexico Principal Mer- t
idian, and as grounds for his contest
he alleges that Charles Dupree has !
wholly abandoned the said entry lor
more than three years last past and
the said abandonment still exists and i
has not been 'cured at this time.
That said the entry man neverearned 1
the said land so as to pass the same
to patent.
!
You a rc,v there fore, further notified
that the said allegat ions will be tak- 1
en as coofessed. atid your said entry
will be canceled without further
right to be heard, either before this
office or on appeal, if you fail to file
in this office within twehty days
after the FOURTH publication of
office

s

SfMT.i

JUST
RECEIVED

March IS. folii.
To Charles Du pree of San Jon, New
Mexico, Contestce:
You are hereby notified thit Edward O. Williams who jives San Jon,
New Mexico, as his post olflce address
did on February 13, 1015, file in this

The boys east of Bad Lands
as Miuwn below, your anseem to be interested in cattle deals this notice,
swer, underoiitb, specitlcally respond-across Bad Lands. Sabe?
of contest,
ing to these
with
that youj
due
proof
Mr. Willian E.
and E. together

to-da- y,

NOTICE

a, I9I3-

Serial No. OI223.
SERVICES AT METHODIST
UotiUst No, Wili.
CHURCH.
of
the Interior, IT. S.
Department
Easter Sunday April 4tb.
Land Otflus. Tucumuari, New. Mex.,

HAPPENINGS III CITY

PutltftHftb W 1Kt

TTTXTTniT

Jesse C. Pearson,
Plaintiff.
i
vs.
Samuel B. Boswell,

that
You are hereby notified
Joseph L. Hiltou who gives San Jon,
e
address,
New Mex. as his
did on Feb. 18, l9i5, file in this office
his duly corroborated application to STEAM HEAT AND BATH
CLEAN COMFORTABLE PLACE
contest and secure the cancellation
COME and SEE Us.
of the Homestead of isa ac Williams
Notary Public
Deceased, Entry No. 010437, Serial xo. Rates 50 & 75 cts. Rooms by week or
010437 and 011200 made Mayo, IgOSand
month
San Jon,
Sentinel
J . D. Lovelady. Prop
May5, I9O9 for NE1-- 4 of SKlf, and
Mex
Mew
SE1-- 4
of NE1-- and Nof NE1-- 4 Sec- Tucumcari,
New Mex. building,
Townof
tions and W'A SWi
gection 9,
ship 9 North, Rauge 33 East of the
New Mexico Principal Meridian, and
as grounds for bis contest he alleges that the Heirs and legal representatives of Isaac Williams, deceased, have wholly abandoned the said
entry since the death of theentrytuan
in li)'9 or 1910, that the said widow
and heirs of entryman have sold all
improvments off said land and have
failed to cultivate the same ever
since the death of the entryman. That
the said abandonment still exists,
and that the land has never been
earned by the said heirs and legal representatives nor by the entryman so
as to pass the same to pasent.
You are, therefore, further notified that the said allegations will be
taken as confessed, and your said
t uny will be canceled without further litfhtto be heard, either before
this office or on appeal, if you fail to
file in this office within twenty days
OFFERS A SPLENDID OPPORTUNITY OR
after the FOURTH publication of
INVESTMENT.
this notice, as shown below, your answer, under oath, specifically responding to these allegations of contest,"
together with due proof that you
SAN JON, the Most Beautifully Located Town, and in the
have served a copy of your answer on
in
either
contestant
said
person
the
Finest Valley in Eastern Quay County, New Mexico, is Loor by registered mail.
cated About the Center of the Valley,1 and is the principal
You should state In your answer
the name of the post office to which
trading point of the valley.
you desire future notices to be sent
post-oltic-

No.

15 1 3

Defendants.
You and each of you are hereby
notified that an action has been

the

commenced against you by the
named plaintiff, Jesse C.
Pearson, in the aforesaid Court,
in attachment, to recover the sum
of one hundred seventeen dollars
and
cents ($H7-35and thirty-fiv- e
interest and for costs of suit and
'
attourney's fees.
You are further notified that all
the right, title and interest of you,
or any of you. in and to the Northwest Quarter of Section Five,
Township Ten North, Range
Thirty-fou- r
East, N. M. P. M.
has been attached ind unless you
enter, or cause to be entered, your
appearance in the said cause on or
before the first day of the October
1915 Term of the District Court
within and for the County and
you.
State aforesaid, beginning on the
R. P. Donnhoo, Register.
4th day of October 1915, judgeFelipe Sanchez y Baca, Receiver.
ment will be rendered against you Date of first
publication March 19,1915
'
and your property sold to satisfy
" second "
26,1915
"
" " third
the same.
April 2, 19 5
"
" fourth " .
lol5
R. A. Prentice, Tucumcari.
New Mexico, is attorney for
)

Bring your contest work

Plaintiff.
Cletk

of

Vhite.

4

S. B. Boswell,
Sylvia Boswell,
J. E. Wrldrup,
Minnie Waldrup,
Emma Pearce,

(seal)

ifesse 8

ELK HOTEL

D. J. Finegan,
the District Court.

to this office,

JON:

Ton site

Company

Write for prices, terms and
:
descriptive literature to

n

HERMAN GERHARDTvmgr., Tucumcaf,
J. T.

WHITE, Local Agt., San Jon, N. M.

Jt.--

IAN JON. NEW UEXICO. SENTINEL
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PREPARING

FOR FALL GRAINS
MnilBSl

Osttlng Molstir Into tell and Safely
Otored Is Something Often Neglected en Dry Farms.

CALO

"n
l.lLi

MikTc vnn
liUMLU
IT

S M

cim

IUU UIUH,

llRlli

uuin

EH MO

SALIVATES

The most important part in aoll
moisture conservation, the most im"Ptpj'i Kapepi:," curet tick,
Work! Clean Your Sluggish
portant factor in dry farming, and
tsar ttCRi2CT4 in five minutes
Straighten Up! Don't Lose a Day's
No sick headache, biliousness, the one which has been moot greatly
Time It!
Liver and Bowels With "Godson' s Liver Tone."
neglected by our western fanners, Is
bad taste or constipation
getting the rainwater into the ground
"Really dotn put bad stomachs la
and make you
Ugh! Calomel makes you sick. Take straighten you right up
and safely stored or conserved In the
by morning.
order "really does" overcome Indigos-tloo- ,
fine and vigorous by morning I
feel
to
drug
of
dose
the
a
vile,
dangerous
subsoil, where It may be drawn upon
dyspepsia, gas. heartburn and
a want you to go back to tbe store and
Get a
box.
sourne
In fly minutes that just
night and tomorrow you may lose
by the growing . crop, writes A. M
get your money. Dodson's Liver Tont
work.
Ten
In
Farm
Field
and
Denver
BMnesHBsasaHBaHHSMBsaHaBBHSBa
that makes Pape'a Diapepeln the larEyck
day's
Are you keeping your bowels, liver,
or
quicksilver is destroying the sale of calomel
Calomel Is mercury
and stomach clean, pure and fresh The firming and pulverizing of the
ROADS IN BETTER CONDITION with
wend:
it is real liver medicine; entireof
the bones.
soil
necrosis
to
which
causes
the
restore
cul
and
capillarity
Cascarets, or merely forcing
contact
therefore it cannot salicomes
into
mulcb
soil
it
to
tivatlon
when
vegetable,
ly
maintain
the
Calomel,
stubborn lumps, you belch gas and
passageway every few days with
eructate sour, undigested food and Split-Lo- g
Drag of Great Service In Salts, Cathartic Pills, Castor Oil or are each without avail unless there with sour bile crashes Into It, break- vate or make you sick.
has been stored In the deep soil
I guarantee that one spoonful of
Keeping Thoroughfares In Shape
ing It up. This Is when you feel that
acid; head Is dizzy and aches; breath
Purgative Waters?
to sup- awful nausea and cramping. If you Dodson's Liver Tone will put your
sufficient
How It Is Built
amount
moisture
of
foul; tongue coated; your Insldes filled
.
wash-dayLet
Stop having a bowel
In time of feel sluggish and "all knocked out," if
with bile and Indigestible waste, reCascarets thoroughly cleanse and reg port the growing crop
sluggish liver to work and clean your
split-loIm
use
The
of
the
The
of
is
drought.
producing
member the moment "Pape'a Diapepplan
drag
your liver Is torpid and bowels consti- bowels of that sour bile and constiulate the stomach, remove tin sour mulch
to conserve the moisture in pated or you have headache, dizziness,
sin" comes In contact with the stomach portant in putting the roads In snaps. and
waste which is clogging your
fermenting food and foul
the soil has been more or less suc coated tongue, if breath is bad or pated
all such distress vanishes. It's truly There are over 2,000,000 miles of earth take the excess bile from the gases,
and making you feel miserable.
liver
practiced for many years
stomach sour, Just try a spoonful of system
astonishing almost marvelous, and roads In the country, and the split-loand carry out of the system all the cessfully
that a bottle of Dodson's
I
guarantee
but
in
method
a
very dry year this
drag is of great service in keeping constipated waste matter and
harmless Dodson's Liver Tone.
the Joy Is Its harmlessness.
will keep your entire fampoisons failed because there was no moisture
A large fifty-cen- t
Here's my guarantee Go to any Liver Tone
case of Pape's Dia them in economical repair. The drag in the bowels.
stored in the soil to be conserved by drug store or dealer and get a
ily feeling fine for months. Give it to
pepsin will give you a hundred dollars' la used In many states and In foreign
A Cascaret
will make you cultivation.
countries. It is used with two, three,
worth of satisfaction.
of Dodson's Liver Tone. Take your children. It is harmless; doesn't
bottle
feel
The moisture should be stored at all
They work
It's worth its weight In gold to men or four hcrses, and is easily con whilegreat by morning.
spoonful tonight and if it doesnt gripe and they like its pleasant
you sleep never gripe, sicken times during the season, but especial
and women who can't get their atom' itructed.
any Inconvenience, and cost ly during the Interval between har
It is a mistake to construct a heavy or cause
The widow of a henpecked man can
acha regulated. It belongs in your
Many a man is such an enthusiast
10 cents a box from your store. vest and
only
A
planting. The plan should look as sad as any.
red
is
cedar
the
best
that you can't even dampen his ardor
home should always be kept handy drag.
log
. men
dry
irim
ana women take a be, in the beginning of the prepare'
with a drink.
la case of sick. sour, upset stomach material for a drag. Red elm and wal- wiiuons oi
Cascaret now and then and never tion of the seed bed, to put the soli
nut
when
excel
are
dried
or
the
thoroughly
is the home where Red Cross
at
during
day
Happy
night It's the
have
Headache, Biliousness. Coated in the most favorable condition to re Ball Blue i used. Sure to please. All
quickest, surest and most harmless lent, and box elder, soft maple, or even Tongue,
Indigestion, Sour Stomach or ceive the rain and carry it downward grocers. Adv.
willow are preferable to oak, hickory
stomach doctor In the world. Adr,
BROUGHT BACK
Into the subsoil. This is provided by
,
Constipation. Adv.
or ash.
Noncommittal,
disking soon after harvest, or late in
The log should be seven or eight
Kissing Microbes.
Miss Gushmore Don't you Just love
the fall, or early In the spring. Deep
Only Fair.
Belle I see a Swiss scientist de feet long, and from ten to twelve
"Do I understand you to say," asked
a long time before planting, danger, major?
plowing
clares that microbes do not exist in inches in diameter, and carefully split the
.
.
.
..
s
i
Judge, "that his remarks were acMajor Grlzzley H'm! I respect it
leaving tne sou menow ana rougn, en
The heaviest and rimonious?"
mountain air at an altitude of over down the middle.
,
water
the
and
favors
large
The Facts About an Interesting Can
reservoir,
1000 feet. How do you suppose he's best slabs should be selected for the
"No,
All Boys and Girls
your honor, I didn't say the absorption of heavy rains. But
front At a point on the front slab that IJudge,
discovered that?
Of Serious Female Trouble Bene
said he Just swore at me. I the best plan of
storing moisture Is to should write to Wm. Wrigley Jr. Co.,
Beulah Oh, he's probably done four inches from the end that Is to be ain't
to claim that he done list the soil in deep furrows and high 1304 Keener Bldg., Chicago, 111., for
fited By The Use of Cardui.
at the middle of the road locate the what he didn't
some kissing at high altitude."
dp." St James Gar ridges soon after harvest or in the beautiful "Mother Goose Jingle Book'
center of the hole to receive a cross zette.
fall after the corn or kaflr corn is in colors sent free to all readers of
Walnut Cove, N. C Mrs. E. A.
OVERWORK and KIDNEY TROUBLE stake, and 22 Inches from the other
cut. If this work cannot be accom- this paper. Adv.
Rothrock, of this town, says: "About
end of the front slab locate the center
two years ago I was in very bad health
plished in the fall winter listing or
Mr. James HcDaniel. Oakley, Ky. for another cross stake.
The hole IF HAIR IS TURNING
for
three or four months.
Feminine
Is
Charity.
desirable.
early
spring
listing
writes: "I overworked and strained for the middle stake will He on a line
GRAY, USE SAGE TEA
At
this time I had a serious female
Miss
I
Man
The
understand
that
In
preparing the land for winter
myself, which brought on Kidney and connecting and halfway between the
trouble, which lasted severely for nine
comes of a very old family.
Angular
wheat
one
to
is
the
list
plan
ground
Bladder Disease. My symptoms were other two.
Don't Look Oldl Try Grandmother's
The Maid Well, she certainly looks weeks. I got awfully weak and could
with the ordinary corn lister as soon
Backache and burning
The back slab should then be placed
scarcely go, and my doctor said I
Recipe to Darken and Beautify
it
after
harvest as possible. The lister
In the stem of the Blad- In a position behind the other. From
ought to be in bed.
Gray, Faded, Lifeless Hair.
furrows are run about three and a half
My two sisters, who had used Cardui
aer, wnicn was sore the end at the middle of the road
feet apart, very much the same as
Not a Bad Plan.
with good results and who now use it
and had a constant measure 20 Inches for the center of
Grandmother kept her hair beauti
when planting corn. Later when the
"What are you doing to allay the as a tonic, recommended it highly to
hurting all the tim- e- the cross stake, and six Inches from fully darkened, glossy and abundant weed seeds have
me, saying it is a fine medicine.
in Europe?" asked the
soil
the
suffering
germinated
broken sleep, tired feel- the other end locate the center of the with a brew of Sage Tea and Sulphur. Is
I felt if I lived I must have someworked back into the listed furrows
philanthropist.
Whenever her hair fell out or took on
ing, nervousness, puff'
thing to help me, and as other medimeans of a harrow and disk cultiby
answered
unobtru
the
'Nothing,"
ea ana swollen eyes.
that dull, faded or streaked appear vator. Several cultivations are usu sive citizen.
cines had failed to relieve me, I
shortness of breath and
I would try Cardui, the womance, this simple mixture was applied ally required with the
thought
"What!"
or
exclaimed
tooth
the other, indig an's tonic. At this
J. McDaniel. Rheumatic pains. I suf
time I was almost
with wonderful effect By asking at disk harrow in order to spike the field
leave
nantly. "Have you no heart?"
skin and bones.
fered ten months. I was treated by a
any drug store for "Wyeth's Sage and and bring it Into good seed bed con
"Yes, I have a heart, but my means
I seemed to improve after the use
physician, but found no relief until I
Sulphur Hair Remedy," you will get a dition. Once over with the disk cul are limited and I'm trying to allay suf- of the second bottle
of Cardui. The
started to use Dodd's Kidney Pills, I
large bottle of this
recipe, tivator is sufficient to fill the furrows, fering at home by paying my debts." trouble stopped. I suffered less pain,
now reel tnat I am permanently cured
50
to
for
cents.
about
This
use,
ready
and began to get back my strength
tne runner work necessary to pre
by the use of Dodd's Kidney Pills."
simple mixture can be depended upon pare the seed bed being given with
and health. I took five more bottles
For
Her
Protection.
Dodd'a Kidney Pills, 60c. per box at
to restore natural color and beauty the common harrow.
"When I said I would marry you and got back my natural, state of
your dealer or Dodd'a Medicine Co.,
to the hair and is splendid for dan
health, also my flesh, and could do my
you
promised to let me handle all your work
Buffalo, N. Y. Write for Household
easily.
druff, dry, itchy scalp and falling hair.
money, but now we are married you
This spring I was run down in
Hints, also music of National Anthem
A
druggist says every DEPTH FOR PLANTING CORN handle it all yourself."
health; had
myself. I (English and German words) and re
body uses Wyeth's Sage and Sulphur,
"That's because I love you so."
took
of
three
bottles
nearly
Cardui, as
ror
cipes
dainty dishes. All 3 sent
because it darkens so naturally and Moiature Content la One of Greatest
"That's a queer way to prove your a tonic, and it brought me back to my
free. Adr.
can
has
that
tell
been
it
evenly
nobody
Factors In Solving Problem-Li- ght
love."
natural state of health.
applied it's so easy to use, too. You
Soil Dries Fast
Last week I put up 78 jars of fruit.
It's a mighty
way.
Some bachelors are bachelors be
simply dampen a comb or soft brush
When I made that promise I was not which I could not have done before
cause they understand women. Oth
and draw it through your hair, taking
The moisture content is the greatest aware that money was teeming with taking Cardui. I am glad I heard of
ers because they do not.
one strand at a time. By morning of the factors determining the depth bacteria."
it, and I hope other women will too."
Your case may not be as bad as the
the gray hair disappears; .after an at which to plant corn, according to
Attention, MothersI
above, but even if only a mild case, we
or two, it is re Cecil Salmon of the crops department
otner
application
Activities
of Women.
Write Wm. Wrigley Jr. Co., 1304
suggest that you begin today to try
stored to its natural color and looks of the Kansas State Agricultural colMiss Alma K. Boyd has been ap Cardui, the woman's tonic. Adv.
Keener Bldg., Chicago, 111., for 28 page
soft
and
Adv.
abundant
glossy,
lege. The warmth of the ground and pointed private secretary to Lieutenbeautifully colored "Mother Goose
the type of soil upon which the plant- ant Governor McClain of
Some men reach the top through
Jingle Book." Sent free to all read
His Turn Next
their own shrewdness and some
ing Is done also help determine the
ers of this paper. Adv.
Diner See here, where are those depth at which the corn should be
Mary Plckford, the moving picture through the stupidity pf others.
I ordered on the half shell?
oysters
planted. This depth may vary from one across, receives a salary of $2,000
German school children are taught
Walter Don't get impatient, sab. to four inches.
IF BACK HURTS CLEAN
to swim by going through the motions
per week for 62 weeks in the year.
We're dreflle short on shells; but
As a rule, corn planted early in the
The only real
indus
without entering the water.
KIDNEYS WITH SALTS
you're next, sah. Boston Evening season should not be covered so deeply try in the United States Is owned by
Transcript.
as that planted later. There are two
woman, Mrs. James P. Warbasse of
If your skin Is scratched by a rusty
Drink Lots of Water and Stop
reasons for this, says Mr. Salmon. Brooklyn.
Eating
naiL apply Hanford's Balsam at once.
Meat for a While If the Bladder
One reason la that the surface of the
German
tailors
LIFE
and
dressmakers
INSURANCE
COMPANIES
It should prevent blood poison. Adv.
The Split-Lo- g
Drag.
Bothers You.
soil does not dry out so quickly early have decreed that the prevailing color
In
for
new
the
the
and
not
is
therefore it
season,
People boast of their ancestors only outside stake. Find the center of the
spring fashions shall be
Meat forms uric acid which excites
after the world has forgotten their middle hole as before. When these They Are Closely Observing Pubnecessary to plant deeply In order to the field gray of the German army
and overworks the kidneys in their
in
corn
the
in
to
moist
and
the
other
records.
get
uniform,
cut
the
earth;
regard
holes are brought opposite each other,
lic Health Conditions.
efforts to filter it from the By stem.
is that early in the season the soil is military style will be followed.
one end of the back slab will lie 16
Regular eaters of meat must flush the
not warm to a great depth, and of
inches nearer the center of the road
kidneys occasionally. You must reDID
MAY BE COFFEE
An examining physician for one of the course it is not wise to plant down in
way than the front one. The boles
lieve them like you relieve your bowThat Causes all the Trouble
should be two Inches in diameter. Care prominent Life Insurance Companies, in cold soil.
els; removing all the acids, waste and
Corn should be planted more deeply
must be taken to hold the auger plumb an interview on the subject, made the
When the house is afire, it's about poison, else you feel a dull misery in
In boring these holes in order that astonishing statement that one reason in a light, looso soil than in a soil that
why so many applicants for insurance
Is heavy and compact
reason for the same as when disease begins to the kidney region, sharp nalns in the
The
the stakes shall fit properly.
ire rejected is because kidney trouble is this is
that tho light soil will dry out show, it's no time to talk but time to back or sick headache, dizziness, your
The two slabs should be held 30 so common to the American
people, and
is dangerous remove the stomach sours, tongue is coated and
The Price She Paid for Lydia inches apart by the stakes. The the large majority of those whose appli- faster and warm up more readily than act delay
when the weather is bad you have
cause of the trouble at once.
stakes should taper gradually toward cations are declined do not even suspect the heavy soils.
rheumatlo
twinges. The urine is
a
"For
of
number
In
wrote
a
the ends. There should be no shoul that they have the disease.
years,"
regions where listing is the gen
der at the point where the stakes enAccording to this it would seem that a eral practice, the same rule applies, Kansas lady, "I felt sure that coffee cloudy, full of sediment; the channels
Which Brought
ter the slab. The stakes should be medicine for the kidneys, possessing real and the furrows should not be made so was hurting me, and yet I was so often get Irritated, obliging you to get
Good Health.
fastened in place by wedges only. healing and curative properties, would deep early in the season as may be fond of It, I could not give it up. At up two or three times during the
be a blessing to thousands.
last I got so bad that I made up my night
When the stakes have been placed in
done later.
Dr. Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y.,
To neutralize these
Danville, Va. " I have only spent ten position and tightly wedged a brace
That the temperature Is lower In mind I must either quit the use of
irritating acids
who
Swamp-RooDr.
Kilmer's
prepare
flush off the body's urinous waste
and
dollars on your medicine and I feel so two inches thick and four inches
coffee
or
die.
In the shallow furrows
the
than
deep
wide the
bladder
liver
and
kidney,
much better than i should be
has been proved at the Kansas State
"Everything I ate distressed me, and get about four ounces of Jad Salts
diagonally to thera remedy, claim that judging from evidid when the doctor at the ditch placed
I
suffered
Mr.
end. The brace should be dence received
Salmon says,
severely most of the time irom any pnarmacy; take a
from druggist
Agricultural college,
everywas treating me. I
in a glass of water before
on the front slab, so that its where, who are constantly in touch with by thermometer readings taken in with palpitation of the heart I fre
dropped
don t suffer any lower
breakfast
for a few days and your kidwoke
their
and
also
in
listed
of
the
furrows
He
different
customers,
with
up
shall
indisputable
quently
the
an
within
night
of
inch
edge
depths.
bearing down pains the ground, while the other end proof in the form of (rrateful testimonial
that I was almost gone my neys will then act fine and bladder
feeling
at all now and I sleep should rest in the
letters from thousands of reliable citiheart seemed so smothered and weak disorders disappear. This famous salts
angle, between the zens, this
well. I cannot say
CHEAPEST PAINT FOR FARM in its action. My breath grew Bhort Is made from the acid of grapes and
preparation is remarkably sucslab
and
the
end
A
stake.
of
strip
cessful
in sickness caused by kidney
enough for Lydia E. iron about three and
and the least exertion set me panting. lemon juice, combined with lithla, and
f
feet long, and bladder troubles. Every interesting
Pinkham's VegetaWhitewash May Be Used for Exterior I slept but little and suffered from has been used for generations to clean
or
four
three
f
inches
and
wide,
Swamp-Rostatement they receive regarding
ble Compound and
or Interior Surfaces Recipe for
and stimulate sluggish kidneys and
rheumatism.
is investigated and no. testimonial
Liver Pills as they of an inch thick may be used for the
"Two years ago I stopped using the etop bladder Irritation. Jad Salts is
Weatherproof Mixture.
is published unless the party who sends
have done so much blade.
coffee and began to use Postum and inexpensive; harmless and makes a
An ordinary trace chain is strong it is reported of good character. They
forme. I am enjoy
Whitewash is the cheapest of all from the very first I began to
have on file
sworn statement of
improve delightful effervescent lithla-wate- r
ing good health now and owe it all to enough to draw the implement, pro- recoveries in many
the most distressing cases.
paints for farm purposes and may be It worked a miracle! Now I can eat drink which millions of men and
vided
tellin
the
clevis
is
not
fastened
remedies.
take
I
pleasure
your
They state that Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t used either for exterior or Interior sur- anything and digest it without trouble. women take now and
then, thus avoiding my friends and neighbors about through a link. The chain should be
is mild and gentle in its action and
It can be made by slaving I sleep like a baby, and my heart beats ing serious kidney and bladder dis601
them.". Mrs. Matties Haley,
wrapped around the rear stake, then its healing influence is soon noticed in faces.
about ten pounds of quicklime in a strong and regularly. My
passed over the front slab. Raising the most cases.
breathing eases. Adv.
quhone Street, Danville, Va.
two gallons of water, coven nas become steady and
with
pall
chain
this
at
end
of
Swamp-Roothe
slab
t
allows
is purely an herbal com
normal, and
No woman suffering from any form
Love makes the world go
with cloth, or burlap, and my rneumatlsm has left me.
round, but
of female troubles should lose hope un- the earth to drift past the face of the pound and Dr. Kilmer & Co. advise all Ing the pall
allowing it to slake for one hour. Wa
l reel like anothor person, and It revenge tries to Rquare It.
til she has given Lydia E. Pinkham's drag. The other end of the chain readers who feel in need of such a remshould be passed through the hole in edy to give it a trial. It is on sale at all ter is then added to bring the white- is all due to quitting coffee and using
Vegetable Compound a fair trial
PREVENTS
drug store in bottlaa of two sizes 50c. wash to a consistency which may b
the end of the slab.
Postum, for I haven't used any medi RT KCV "SSES SURELV
This famous remedy, the medicinal
DlatMsf Pllt.
& 0.l"?'
and f 1.00. However, if you wish first to applied readily.
DLALIl
cine
none
and
would
Irwh.
have
reliable:
done
preferred
which
any
of
are derived
...... S4ub
KZ.
WBSUni
atrvilrman
test this great preparation send ten cents
Ingredientsroots
A waterproof whitewash for exte
Make-Uas long as I kept drugglne: with
of Dairy Cow.
and herbs, has for
otlr vuolius fall
from native
K!.?,.
to Dr. Kilmer A Co., Binghamton, N. Y., rior surfaces may be made as follows: good
coffee." Name given by Postum Co.,
A
pkte. Bleeklef Pilli Sl.Ot
I - 1 .1 W
forty years 'proved to be a most valua- la wide, deep and full barrel or side for a sample bottle. When writing be (1) Slake 1 bushel of quicklime In 13 Battle
Dtl. BlUfclaa Pill. I M
Creek, Mich. Read "The Road
very important in a dairy cow. She sure and mention thia paper. Adv.
ble tonic and iovigorator of the feTh. suMrtorft.
of
fe":. Cuttor-- i beet
hot
2
dissolve
water;
(2)
to
gallons
In
must
room
have
Wellville,"
In
to
of
which
pkgs.
plenty
male organism. Women everywhere
1 pound ol
of
common
and
salt
pounds
comes
Postum
in two forms:
bear willing testimony to the wonderful manufacture milk from food and a
Unfitting Medium.
im hinier Lieeretorv, Derkeley, Cal.. sr Cllease. Il
in 2 gallons of boiling
large barrel indicates large digestive
Regular Postum must be well
virtue of i,ydia E. Pinkham's Vegeta"Can't you play that round any bet- sulphate of zinc
Into
2
then
(2)
water;
add
pour
boiled.
15c
(1),
A
wide
25
and
Dackaees.
mouth
organs.
and
ble Compound.
PREVENTION
long, strong ter?"
gallons of skim milk and mix thor
Instant Postum is a soluble now- - better than cure. Tutt's Pills If
also indicate that Bossy is, like
"Not on a square piano."
In tin
If you have the slightest donbt Jaws
is
Whitewash
. .u, umjr a remcay ior, out wUItaken
oughly.
Bill Nye, "fond of food." She ought
spread lightly der. A teaspoonful dissolves miirkiv
prevent
that Lydia E. Pinkham's
with a broad brush.
over
surface
the
SICK
in
also to have a large belly and modera
of
hot
water
HEADACHE,
cup
and. with cream
For genuine comfort and lasting pleasbio Compound will help you, write
and sugar, makes a delicious beverage biliousness, conetlpstlon and kindred disease.
ure use Red Cross Ball Blue on wash day.
to Lydia E.PlnkhamMedlcineCo. ately high flank.
Ail good grocer. Adv.
Keep Calf Comfortable.
instantly. 30c and 50c tins.
(confidential) Lynn, 91 Ms for adIf the new calf shivers, its pen' is
Both kinds are equally delicious,
Beautify Homo Grounds.
vice. Your letter will be opened,
n
babe cries be- not warm enough. Give It a good rub and cost
Probably a new-borSet
trees
out
fruit
where
will
per cup about the same.
they
woman
a
answered
and
read
by
cause it discovers the mistake it down and put It in a warmer place.
add to the beauty of the ronnda.
"There's a Reason" for Postum.
and beld in strict confidence.
makes In getting born.
aold by Grocers. W. N. U, Oklahoma
City, No.
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OPIM AFFAIR
Speaker Clark Robs Congressmen

of Pleasures

ASHINGTON.
"And while the chair is about It, he will suggest that it
la a good thing for members to keep their feet down from the tops ol
the seats." Thus spake Speaker Clark, scolding his colleagues as a schoolmaster chides errant children. Some

i

of the house members were violating
house rules by smoking in the cham
4
ber, despite the rigorous censorship
t)
smoking upheld by the doorkeeper
JT N T0P5 or
1 on
and his minions. Speaker Clark,
himself a strict observer of the house
rules in every sense of the word, rose
upon the rostrum, gavel in hand, at
the close of a vote on one of the bills
and said:
"Before taking up tbe next bill
the chair desires to make a statement
The rules of the bouse prohibit smoking Inside this hall. Complaint has
been made more than once about the violation of this rule. Now there is
plenty of space outside for gentlemen to smoke.
"And while the chair is about It, he will suggest it ia a good thing for
members to keep their feet down from the tops of seats."
Thus be robs members of one of the pleasures of legislative life The
seats are comfortable and tbe back of the chair in front is Just the place to
rest a pair of No. ll's.
Members from tbe West seem to have taken to the practice of placing
feet on tbe backs of chairs just as readily as they would hang them on the
railing ol the country hotel back home.
People, from all over the world have seen congressional feet on the tops
of chair seats and have gone away, noting in their travelogue diaries that It
is one of the sights of the American legislature.
Hereafter it will be a bold congressman (or a new one) who will dare
to rest ms brogans on tbe chair of the fellow in front of him.
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CHANGES IN COATS FEW
ADOPTED STYLES WILL BE CARRIED INTO SPRING.

Separate Wraps Will Rely on Fabrics
for Differences In Effects Serges
of All Weaves and Finishes
in Favor.
The generally adopted lines of narrow shoulder and wide skirt will be
carried Into spring, and the separate
coats will rely on the fabrics for any
change In effect. Which material will
you have?
There are the new covert cloths

OF LATEST

TlWKt

CUT AND DESIGN

GET EGGS

III WINTER

Two Costumes In Which Wearer May
Be Assured She Is Thoroughly

Take No Man'e Word for Worth of
Animal Let Your Own Eye
Bo Your Sole Guaranty.

Walking Costume. For fine
or serge, our smart model is well
suited.
It has the skirt made with a plain
lower part and
tunic.
The coat Is short and
and has the lower part set on with
wrapped seam; satin is used to face
the collar and cuffs.
Hat of straw to match, trimmed with
ribbon and little wings.
Materials required: Seven yards 44
f
Inches wide,
yard satin 22

If you want to buy a horse, take no
man's word for tbe animal. Your own
eyes is. your guaranty. Don't buy a
Take everything
horse in harness.
off but the halter and have htm led
around. It he has any failing you
should see It
Let him walk by himself. If he
walks right into anything you will
know he has trouble with bis eyes. No
matter how clear and bright the latter
may Beem, the animal cannot see.
Back him, too. Some horses show
their weaknesses and tricks in that

Nothing More Satisfying Than
' Thrifty Laying Hens.
cloth

deep-pleate- d

loose-fittin-

g

one-hal-

that have always stood the tests of

time, and return from time to time
after a little rest. The suits of this
material have been such good friends
that the separate coats are to profit
from their example. Covert cloths in
tan and green will be in vogue.
Serges of all finishes and weaves
will be in high favor. Those in dark
blun and green and all shades of
brow will be in order. They will be
matched in the color of braid and
wooon buttons and trimmed with
these practical materials.
Gabardines will also be in good
standing for the new coats. This material is good in color, and has a
wearing quality that is a desideratum
when topcoats are considered.
Novelty worsteds and woolens in
light weights will be made in sports
coats and topcoats for the Informal
hours. The raglan sleeve and high
belt line will be in evidence and will
be of leather, suede cloth or soft
suede.

Checks and broken plaid effects are
to be used, and tbe trimming will be
Little White House Baby Poses for His Picture In a color that repeats the shade of
Inches wide, two yards coat lining 40
one thread in the weave.
inches wide.
when Francis Sayre, the eleventh baby born In the White
Tweed Costume.
ON the day
Gray tweed
was a week old he was presented with an effigy of a Princeton
checked with green would be very
UNDER
SKIRT
PANTALETS
tiger, that he might be Influenced in his youth toward seeking an education
useful for country wear made up In
within the institution recently under
this style.
the guidance of his famous grandfae
The skirt is a
pattern with
ther. Then he was furnished with a
front and
side
seam
left
at
wrapped
neat little pair of boxing gloves, that,
right of back.
as his granddad tbe president said,
The loose sports coat has Magyar
he might learn to "strike out for himshoulders, with sleeves set into a douself" in due season. Next came to
ble stitched seam. The collar is of
the White House a serviceable pair
same material cut in a different
the
of blue Jean overalls that be might
way; it is stitched twice round the
ever be reminded that he is to be
edge. Collar and cuffs of plain green
one of the great mass of working
cloth; a very large button fastens the
people on whom the welfare of the
belt; smaller ones are sewn on the
republic depends. He posed for the
cuffs.
Is
he
fact
that
camera as evidence that he and his relatives appreciate the
Gray felt hat, trimmed with green
a real White HouBe baby and that all the people of tbe United States are
velvet and a small mount.
Interested in him.
Material required for the costume:
These pictures were intended only for distribution among members of
Five yards 46 Inches wide.
the presidential family. When the photographers got their opportunity they
took many snaps at the defenseless infant.
That's a pretty good record for one week for any baby that hasn't yet
USE ALCOHOL ON THE HAIR
learned to make a speech, that isn't yet inured to the customary White
much
he's
That
but
House habit of being interviewed regularly,
growing.
Especially If It Is Apt to Get Dusty
may be admitted on no less authority than that of the president himself.
and Unmanageable Is This
Of course the youngster started with a handicap. Everyone thought naturRecommended.
but
ally that he would be named after his distinguished grandfather,
grandfather had something to say about that. He wanted to give the little
If the hair Is dusty and unmanagefellow a "square deal," and start even with the world, so he was flnajly
able after a Journey of any sort, try
named Francis Sayre.
using alcohol to make It fluffy. The
Though there have been eleven White House babies, all of whom have
will dry In a few moments and
alcohol
a
executive
within
one
was
of
bora
but
child
tbe
there
president
prospered,
will be ready then to arrange.
hair
the
mansion. That was Miss Esther Cleveland,
Many women who have taken a railroad journey of several hours' duration to a wedding or dance have found
Five
Middies
Is
Proud
of
Daniels
These
Secretary
their hair, owing to the heat and dust
of the Journey, quite heavy and dirty,
DANIELS has received from the naval academy at Annapolis
and have despaired of getting it In
SECRETARY
A
of which be Is extremely proud. Those to whom be dis
shape in time for the festivities.
to
be
too
Indulged
takes
long
played it at the navy department were willing to bet that tbe picture repre
shampoo
sented a quintette of middlesv at tbe
in while one is dressing and sometimes it leaves the hair too fluffy for
academy. The secretary admitted
that they were middies,
Immediate managing.
and possessed of all the other quali- This striking gown might have stepped
To get back to the alcohol treatfications and prerogatives of any
from a daguerreotype of the forties, ment Part the hair and rub a little
other midshipmen, and yet they were
n
nlrnhnl on a Dlece of gauze on the
but it will actually be worn at a
different, in the sense that these five
dance. The skirt, a quaint scalp until It is free from dust. Then
middies had won their way into the
shirred and twisted affair of
rub the hair about the brows and ears
academy by competitive examination
taffeta with a tucked ruffle, and the naoe of the neck with the
from the ranks of the enlisted perIs lifted to show the pantalets of alcohol. Of course, It should first have
sonnel of the naval service. They
ruffled tulle. The bodice Is exceed- been brushed as free as possmie rrom
were the first five enlisted men to
negligible, a wisp of tulle over dust Then let the hair hang loosely
enter the naval academy from the ingly
the shoulder and short puffed sleeves until the alcohol has dried out The
ranks of the navy under the newly enacted law of 1914, which permits 15
of taffeta being all there Is to It
hair will be light and fluffy.
enlisted men to enter the academy from the service every year.
The enlisted men who may be admitted to the academy under this law
must be citizens of the United States, not over twenty years of age, GOOD USE FOR THE EYELET may often be eyeleted lnstear" of
worked solidly or in French knots, and
they must have served at least one year in the navy, and they are
subject to the same physical and mental examinations as are required for May Be Employed Effectively In Many tfiere are ever so many other designs
all other nominees, presidential and congressional. They are obliged to
which eyelets will enhance.
Ways Example in a Recent
conform to the standards in every respect, and are subject after their adCenterpiece.
mission to the same rules and regulations as apply to all other midshipmen.
BEST OF BRAIDED RAG RUGS
Tbe naval appropriation bill was not passed by the senate until June 2,
The eyelet 's quite as accommodat
1914. The examinations for enlisted men were held on August 3, 1914, just
as the French knot, and can be Good Effect Is Easily Attainable by
two months later. In view of the limited time that candidates had to pre- ing
used
effectively for so many different
Woman With Skill and Proper
pare for the examinations, It is regarded as gratifying that as many as five
varying In size from a mere
designs,
Sense of Color.
in
all
candidates succeeded
the requirements. By the time the
meeting
to the size of tbe
next examination Is held, April 5, 1915, candidates will have had additional transparent point
natural grape, although the necessity
time In which to prepare, and it is expected that the number of candidates
Everyone would have one or more
for the latter size is rare.
braided rag rugs If they knew how
be
will
greatly Increased.
art needlework much they are admired. Braided with
An
shop rec?ntly showed an effective cen- four strands, using only two colors,
terpiece of blackberries and their foli- two strands black (old stockings are
Would Not Break Rule for
Daughter age.
The blackberries instead of being fine), with two of some color, make
done In the usual French knot stitch, a nice rug. To sew, cut braid any
and a large number of the members of the house are were formed of eyelets, the tiniest
length desired and sew with a strong
EVERY employee
today about the nerve displayed by a capltol elevator man named kind. The eyelets changed the center thread to within about two inches
Kenner in refusing to allow Mrs. McAdoo, wife of the secretary of the piece from a rather commonplace de of each end,
letting this be for a
treasury, to ride in his car. The ele- sign to one of distinct individuality, fringe. When sewed together, each
vator runs in a shaft on tbe outside
and the sales person back of the coun- color forms a stripe. To make the
YOU
of which, on every floor, is a sign
ter said the store couldn't keep enough stripe run one way always begin
of the designs in stock. It Is some- braiding by putting first strand over;
"Exclusively for members CANNOT
reading:
of congress and the press."
times necessary for the blackberries to to make stripe run the opposite diRIDFIN
Mrs. McAdoo, accompanied by
have their dots spread farther apart rection begin braiding by putting the
several friends, approached the ele- THIS CAR
for the eyelets than for the knots, al- first strand under. Lacking enough
vator on the gallery floor and rang
though it must be remembered that of any two colors, use different
the bell. Kenner, the elevator man,
the eyelets are of the tiniest and that colors in braids for the outer rows,
fine thread and a fine needle are used or if it is hit or miss sew all
pulled the car up from the main floor,
light
In the working of them.
but he saw in the group of watting
ones together and all dark ones tois
visitors neither a member of con
also
The California pepper design
gether, then use two strands of each.
gress nor a newspaper man "You
displayed to best advantage when As you work you will be able to
cannot ride in this car, ' he said, refusing to open the gate.
worked in eyelets instead of solid plan many ways of braiding the
"Why not?" asked one of tbe men In the party.
stitch.
colors that you have.
Kenner pointed to tbe sign.
A centerpiece with a grape border Is
"But you don't understand," said the spokesman. "This Is the party of ten times as effective in eyelet work
Interesting Coats.
Mrs. McAdoo. daughter of the president and wife of the secretary of the for the grapes as when the grapes are
There are some Interesting Importtreasury."
worked in solid stitch or outline.
"Yes, i do understand; 1 know Mrs. McAdoo every time I see her; but Huckleberrlps ai.d mulberries should ed coats made of big shawls or steammy orders from the speaker of this house are to obey that sign."
aluo be worked In eyelets. Remember er rugs, with fringe around the botWith that he jerked the controller back and the car sank to its resting that if the eyelet edges are worked too tom and edging the cape section that
place on the main floor. Mrs. McAdoo's party then descended In a neighborheavily the artistic effect desired in falls over, the sleeves, or sometimes
Flower centers edging the wide cellar instead.
,
Much d.!sl4".s Is lout
ing public elevator.

Should Be Kept Comfortable
and Fed Regularly Keep Pure
. Water Before Them Always-Cl- ean
Quarters Easential.

Fowl

(Ey M. CHANDLER.)

There is no profit in keeping poultry In winter without eggs, and nothing that brings more satisfaction, or
better returns than good, thrifty, laying bens.
Some seem to have the knack of
getting eggs in winter, while others
are forever complaining. To be successful, one must use Judgment. No
fool can succeed In this line of business.
Laying hens should have the best of
attention. They should be kept comfortable both night and day, and fed
regularly on clean food, and pure water should be kept ever before them.
Plenty of fresh air, sunshine, and
clean quarters are absolutely necessary to the production of winter eggs.
Many make the mistake of having
too many windows. The fowls gather
in the sunshine during the day and
get too warm, and consequently feel the
bight chill more. There should be at
least one large window on the south
side and one in the east side, but it
should be so arranged that the fowls
cannot get nearer to them than a distance of two feet at least. Bee to it
that there are no cracks to admit the
wind at night, but remember that a
little outside air, during the day, when
the fowls are moving about, is a good
thing.
It is an excellent thing to have a
gate or lath door that reaches from
top to bottom of the doorway, and dur- -
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A

Fine Family Horse, Gentle and
Kind.

way, when they don't in any other.
But smart as you may be, you'll get
stuck sometimes.
A horse may look ever so nice and
go at a great pace, and yet have fits,
and there isn't a man who can foretell this. Something must happen to
bring it out. Also, he may have a
weak back or, if he Is balky, off he
goes for a mile or two, then all of a
sudden stops on the road. After a
rest he starts again, but soon stops foi
good, and nothing but a steam derrick
will start him.

ESSENTIAL FOR

two-piec-

pre-lente-

CAUTION IN BUYING A HORSE

LAYING

HENS

It Is of Much Importance That Ample
Supply of Grit and Lime Be Kept
Before Fowls Always.

A Wyandotte Hen.

ing the day open the door and set up
door, and button It on with
wooden buttons.
You will see how quickly the fowls
will get to the fresh air and shake out
their feathers. It Is well to have a
good supply of fresh litter with small
grain thrown into it, at hand to keep
them busy. There is little danger of
their getting a chill, even on very
cold days.
One of the most essential things I
know of for success with winter egg- raising Is to have everything perfect
ly dry. Dampness and thrift never
dwell together. Never give water in
troughs, for in this manner too much
of It gets emptied. The best method
for watering fowls that I have ever
tried is stone milk crocks.

the lath

ENCOURAGE

THE

HIRED

MAN

Harmony Is Best to Secure Best Re
sult From Farm Laborer Mean
Bosa Won't Do.
On our farm, where I worked we

had

40

cows to milk morning and

night Two of us to do the work un
der a boss who was mean,
fault-findin-

g

and dictatorial, and who always
thought we were not accomplishing
what we should and .also always had
on tap some work for us to attack be
fore we were properly through with
what we were then doing. He watched
our every move, routed us out at four
o'clock In the morning and saw to it
that it was eight or nine o'clock at night
We were
before we were through.
supplied with candles for retiring,
which were usually short enough to
burn out within half an hour after
going to our sleeping quarters. India
position on the part of any workman
was no excuse, pay being deducted for
time spent on the sick list, and never,
while I was there, was there any sym
pathy shown or any attempt made to
help a man recover. Such a boss loses
more in consequence through lack of
interest and from carelessness In the
performance of the work on the part
of his help than is compensated by the
extra work done for the satisfaction,
to him, of having goaded his men as
far as lay In his power. The men became listless and shiftless, feeling that
no matter how hard or conscientiously
they worked the boss was never satisfied.
To obtain the best united effort of all the men there must be harmony or the disgruntled ones will
soon turn away the man who is a
good worker, and who tries conscientiously to do his best. A Hired Man.

A poor hen never lays. She must
have surplus fat to make the yolk.
The old theory that hens do not lay
because they are too fat is no longer
believed, 'as it has been found out
that as tbe yolk is composed of fat, it
follows that she must have more fat
than she needs to keep up her condition to produce eggs.
But unless you keep them supplied
with something with which to grind
up their food in order to make it into
eggs, all your grain and labor are an
absolute waste. They must have grit
good, sharp grit. Keep a box filled
and always before them of cracked
china, sand and oyster shells, of equal
parts.
Lime, too, Is quite as necessary, as
the shell of an egg is composed ol
lime should
lime. A box of
be kept always at hand. One should
have a barrel or so of it on hand every
fall, and use it freely about the hen
house. Sprinkle It beneath tbeic
perches after cleaning out each morning, and always keep in the
to absorb the dampness.
When the nights are very cold, it
is a good plan to heat tbe grain very
hot in the oven before feeding, and
always remember to feed early enough
so that they can see to get it.
A hot mash made of Indian meal
and some kind of small grain, and wet
up with hot water Is good for breakfast now and then. Feed on long
boards so that all can get their share.
If the hens do not seem to be taking
enough grit supply, put a few handfula
of it in the mash; a little red pepper,
too, will warm them up.
Remember, tbe bens are early
risers, and do not keep them waiting
for their breakfast if you want them
to fill the egg basket. They will repay all such courtesy.
d

nest-boxe-
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PROPER CARE OF HEN'S NEST
Eggs Should Be Gathered Often to
Prevent Chilling and Breakage-K- eep
Fowls Comfortable.
If the weather is cold the eggs
should be gathered several times a
day, so there will be no chance of their
being chilled, as this would Injure
their keeping qualities.
If gathered often there is also less
chance of their being broken and the
hens learning to eat them. When the
hens are confined in the house and a
small yard, they are more likely to
quarrel over the nests and scratch
them out, and if the nest has several
eggs in it they are then sure to be
broken.
As soon as an egg Is broken the
hens will eat it and after a few tlmea
they will have acquired the
habit The only sure cure for this la
the ax.
Keep the neBt clean and supplied
with plenty of soft straw or bay.
Break up7 the straw with the hands
before putting in the nest Tbe com
fort of the hens should be considered
on the nest as well as anywhere lse.
egg-eatin-

8trong Hen 8tands Molting.
A strong hen usually shows

verr
little effects of molting. She doea not
Horse Here to Stay.
lose as many feathers as a weak one
No matter how thick the autos come and molting does not leave her weak
tho good horse will never lose his place-i- or emaciated.
the affections of men.
Big Mares Art Needed.
Be Careful With Teats.
No matter how big the Jack mav h
Make sure that the teats are thor- he cannot sire large draft mule from
oughly dry after milking or you may the ordinary run of marcs common on
have cracked teats to contend with.
the majority of farm.
n
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"Minenwerfer" in Action Barks
Like Snarling

Mongrel.

Description of Deadly Piece of Artil
lery Used by Kaiser's Troops That
Has Played Considerable Havoe
In Allied Trenches.
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beautiful lakes have been discovered,
which the Hungarians have named the
"eyes of the sea." The irregularity of
cliff and gorge and the beauty of these
deep highland lakes are the chief scenic advantage of the Carpathians.
There are no glaciers, no patches of
perennial snow in the system. However, many of the higher peaks are
great, ugly masses of bald rock and
,
rock erosion.
Mecca of the Slavonians.
The National Geographic society
gives the following description of
Czenstochowa, which has figured in the
campaign in Poland:
called by the. GerCzenstochowa,
mans Czentochau, a city in Russian
Poland, is one of the foremost Mec- Slavocas of the pllgnmage-goinnians. More than western Christians
of whatever creed go to Jerusalem,
more than Roman Catholics go to
Rome or protestants to Eisenach and
Geneva, do the Slavonians take up
the pilgrim's staff and wander to their
holy places. These people of the North
are akin to the people of India in that
force of their religion which drives
them from their homes on religious
pilgrimage.
; Famed
throughout Russia, Poland
and amour the southern Slavonians
is the little city of Czenstochowa,
wherein Is the shrine of the wonder
working Black Madonna. Many a son
and daughter of the dreary steppes
and of Poland feels that be or she
left a torn and harried spirit or some
physical Infirmity before the magic of
this painting.
Czenstochowa is gray In age and
(trav In stirring history. It is a city
on the southwestern Polish plateau,
ing Gallcla.
some eight hundred feet above sea
Nearly All In Austria-HungarThe Carpathians are the eastern level, of 72,600 inhabitants, capital of
wing of the great central mountain a country of the same name in thegovernment of Petrosystem of Europe, and, likely, one of Russian-Polisthe Carpathian mountains and
on the European
situation and upon central European climatic conditions, the
National Geographic society's
bulletin says:
The Carpathians are among the best
friends which Hungary has. They
arc around the
stretch In a wide-flunnorthern plain of the Magyar, from
Pressburg, on the Danube, near Vienna, to Orsova, on the Danube, across
from Roumanla. Thus they form
nearly the entire boundary of Hungary east and north of the Danube, a
line of about eight hundred miles in
length. The hollow of this arc, as well
as its most favorable approach, lies
toward Hungary. Troops pressing
along: this whole convex moun
tain sweep, are facing the least favorable passes and are operating with
the least shelter from the biting winter.
Besides having served the peoples
who have lived in the Hungarian plain
delong and faithfully as a first-lin- e
fense against the wrath of their neighbors in the north and east, the Carpathians have been just as partisan
for the southern plain in times of
peace. They shut out the stinging,
bleak winds which snap across the
steppe wastes direct from the frostiest
Ice fields of the North. While the Carpathian range is of low average height
and has no great peaks, its walls, nevertheless, are lofty enough to catch
the Russian ice winds and blizzards,
and to deflect them away from Hungary. Again, in summer, the warm
southern breezes are caught and
broken on the Hungarian hillsides,
which thus prevent them from reach-
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Russian outpost guard in Poland on observation duty perched on the
'
top of a peasant's cottage.

is.

provement in the national forests,
s
and the tyro will find the forest
offi-cer-

PLAYGROUNDS

ever ready to instruct him in the
necessary camp and wood lore.

National Forests to Be Open to WORKS

Pleasure Seekers.

M.
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CARFATHIANS

kow, and it is situated about twelve
miles from the German frontier at
northern exposures, while toward the Lower Silesia. Czenstochowa lies on
south they fall away in lesser moun- the left bank of the Warta, northwest
tain groups and broken, sloping pla- of Cracow, and is an important station
railway. It is
teaus. With the exception of parts on the Warsaw-Cracoof the eastern ramifications, which be- 143 miles southwest of Warsaw.
Commercially, the city is of no imlong to Roumanla, this range lies
terri- portance. Its business is mostly with
wholly within
tory. Its total area is 72,600 square the pilgrims, of whom more than four
hundred thousand come to its shrine
miles.
The Carpathians attain the greatest every year. There are a dozen or
height In the Hohe Tatra group, near more factories in the place, manufacthe center of the range and just east turing cotton and woolen stuffs, paper,
and south of Cracow, the chief city of leather and beer. More important Is
Austrian Gallcla. The system also has a publishing house which does a brisk
width here. Throughout business with the visitors In religious
Its

its parts of most historic importance.
They are steep and craggy in their

Austro-Hungaria-

n

greatest

the chain the passes over the moun writings and sacred pictures. The sale
tains vary from 7 to 230 miles. The of amulets, warding charms against

heights of the peaks of the Hohe Ta
tra group are 8,000 feet and more.
Gerlsdorfer peak, the highest one in
the entire system, reaches 8,737 feet
above the sea level. Thus the Carpathian range has no mountain formations to compare with the more ma
jestic Alpine groups or with those of
our own Rockies. There are Innumerable peaks through this Hungarian
line of defense, however, which vary
from 5,000 to 7,000 feet in height, and
these walls, together with the involved characters of most of the
passes, have made the Carpathians a
very effective barrier against northern
Invaders.
People Are Miserably Poor.
These mountains separate Hungary,
beginning on the west, from the Austrian provinces of Moravia, Silesia,
Gallcla, Bukowina, Moldavia and the
kingdom of Roumanla. Some of the
most miserably poor white people in
the world live along this range and
sides. They
upon Its
are mostly Slavs, Polish Slavs upon
the bleak, mqre abrupt northern exposures, while the dwellers of Slovak-lana people almost become subject
to the Magyar, live upon the southern
iinountains.
The Carpathian mountains are richer
In metallic ores than any other moun- tain groups in Europe. Large quantities of gold, silver, copper, iron, lead,
coal, petroleum, salt, zinc and other
minerals are mined there, and, many
of the wilder parts of the system have
not yet been thoroughly prospected.
There are a number of thermal and
mineral springs in the- - mountains
which are well known as health
forest-covere-

d,

;

'

;

-
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each particular evil and against all
evil in general, is a significant part of
the city's trade.
Black Madonna a Painting.
The Black Madonna, sacred mystery
picture, the source of "Black Madonna
worship" among the Poles and Russians, is, in Itself and in its history,
one of the most absorbing of paint
ings. It hangs in a chapel over the
altar, veiled except at the chief service twice each day, when it is shown.
It is a picture of the Virgin and Child
on cypress wood, black-browwith
age, crowned with purest gold and lavishly adorned with a fortune of costly
jewels. According to tradition it was
painted by St. Luke, came into the
possession of St. Helena, passed an
adventuresome, beneficent time until
brought by Prince Leo to Gallcla, and
was finally placed in the Pauline monastery at Czenstochowa to protect It
from the Tatars in 1382.
The Pauline monastery, home of the
wonderful painting, has been the center of Czenstochowa's history. It
stands, surrounded by a pentagonal
wall, on the rugged Jasna Gora promontory, which dominates the city. All
through the middle ages the fortifications of the monastery were added to,
and every time hostile armies came
that way It was besieged. At one time
it was so wealthy that It is said to
have owned or held in pledge one
fifteenth of all estates in Poland.
n

Safety First
Tve Just been over to my

brother-in-law'- s

house trying to pour oil on
troubled waters.
"Yes. And if I'm ever called on for
that kind of duty again I'm going tc
Among the higher convolutions of stand off at a safe, distance and pour
great number of the oil through a boss."
the Carpathians
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Celebrated Suffragist Hiker Inspired
by Ambition to Become
Citizen.

Hundreds of Permits Already Granted
for Camps and Cottages In the
Gen. Rosalie G. Jones, suffragist hiWoods Belonging to the
ker, becan on Monday to earn her
bread as a mechanic in the Chevrolet
People.
Washington. To.make the national
forests with their aggregate area of
187,000,000 acres a vast camping and
recreation ground for the people is
one of the ambitions of Henry 8
Graves, chief forester. Already hundreds of canyons and lake shores are
dotted with camps and cottages built
on sites obtained through permits of
the forest service.
The combined area of the national
forests equals that of Chile and is
nearly half as big as Germany. While
most of the forests are In the Pacific
coast and Rocky Mountain states,
with several million acres in Alaska,
there are acres in various other statesAll types of American scenery are
Included in these forests of the peo-
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ARMY

Will Go to Battle to Sound of Male
Chorus Instead of a Brass
Band.

ple.

The forests embody the Cascades
and SierraB of the Pacific coast, snow
capped peaks in Alaska, rugged wild
sections of the central and northern
Rockies, desert lands in the southwest, the flat lake regions of Minnesota, semitropical swamps of Florida,
Ozark highlands, southern Appalachians and North woods of New England.
Special provision is made by the
forest officials and rangers for enabling pleasure seekers to get the full
of
worth of their holiday. Four-fifth- s
the people In the national forests during the last fiscal year were pleasure
seekers, numbering over 1,500,000. But
they were not a drop in the bucket
compared with the number that could
be taken care of.
Those who do not care to camp and
settle down in one spot may travel
from place to place without let or hindrance so long as they observe reasonable caution to prevent fires. Those
who want a particular spot for a camp
are required to pay a nominal sum for
a permit. This enables the forest officer In charge to keep track of them.
Forest rangers are under special instructions to assist the tourists and
campers In every reasonable way.
They can always be depended upon to
advise the traveler bow best to reach
his destination or to direct him to
places or trips of special attractiveness, to aid him in an emergency, to
procure a physician for him if needed
or to give him a neighborly lift.
Straight "sight seeing" in the national forests may be had for the taking. At certain of the ranger stations
Interesting collections of plant and
tree specimens are on exhibition. Special attention Is paid to poisonous
forage plants, which are a menace to
the stockman's grazing cattle or sheep
and to the camper's pack animals.
Many lines of activity are constant
ly carried on in the national forests,
but they do not In any way interfere
with their use as a national recreation ground.
Lumbering does not
leave such scars on the mountains as
usually occur where private timber
lands are being logged. The slash and
debrlB of the logging operation Is
cleaned up as the work proceeds, and
later is burned or otherwise disposed
of. This reduces the fire hazard, prepares the ground for the reproduction
of a new forest crop and at the same
time makes the area more accessible
and less unsightly.
One of the great recreation attractions of the national forests is hunting and fishing, and numerous camps
are maintained for this purpose. The
fish and game laws of the particular
State 'n which a forest is located govern the use of the forest for these
purposes. Many of the streams, which
are very numerous, are kept stocked
by the bureau of fisheries.
The spare time of the rangers Is
spent in building, with other workers,
the trails and other permanent Im

Paris. In reports on the warfare In
the trenches of Flanders reference
often is made to a certain supposedly
new instrument of destruction which
the Germans are using. Lacking an
equivalent translation in their own
language, the French and Belgians
have come to call the weapon by its
German name, "Minenwerfer." Many
descriptions of this more or less mysterious piece of artillery, which has
played considerable havoc in the al
lied trenches, have appeared in the
newspapers, but they have all dlf
fered in some essential details.
A contributor to Le Figaro, Paris,
wbo was in Havre about the middle
of January, saw one of these "Mlnen
werfers" there In the yard of the
building where the Belgian ministry of
The "bomb
war has Its quarters.
thrower," as the weapon might appropriately be called in English, had
been found in a trench formerly o&
cupled by German troops.
The writer in the Figaro describes
the weapon as "a hideous little can
non with an ugly look about it." It
is about 95 centimeters long and has
a caliber of 170 centimeters. Its bar
rel can be swung horizontally and vertically, for the purpose of taking aim
Clutches in the rear and on either side
enable the gun to take a firm grip in
the soli before It commences to bark,
after the fashion of a snarling mongrel.
The gun Is mounted on a carriage
of steel plates resting oh wheels, and
the unwieldy little thing weighs about
five hundred kilograms without the
wheels. The projectile Is inserted at
the muzzle and Is discharged by
means of an ignition cap in the
breech. When the aiming device is
removed the gun does not look more
formidable than one of the old bronze
mortars at the Invalldes, the writer
says.
It Is not likely that the "bomb
thrower" can project a shell farther
than 600 meters. To be exact, it does
not throw the projectile, but simply
spits it out, so to speak. A bronze
plaque Indicates that the gun came
from the Ehrhardt works at Duessel-dor- f
and was manufactured in 1913.

the new
Welsh army of 40,000 takes the field it
will go to battle to the sound of a
Welsh male choir, which has been sub
stituted In its regiments for the custo
mary brass bands. The choral organization Is known as the "Welsh Army
Voice Chorus," and Its members include some of the finest singers in
the Welsh valleys, men who have competed in the famous eistedfodds, or
minstrelsy festivals.
Cardiff,

Mlas Rosalie Jones.

Automobile company's repair shop
here, though not without fear that her
mother, Mrs. Mary E. Jones, an ardent
antisuffragl8t, would stop the liberal
allowance she has been giving her
daughter.
Mrs. Jones inherited $1,147,000 from
her husband, Oliver Livingston Jones,
wbo died on August 8, 1913, and Is
said to have several other millions.
Although Miss Jones is at present
learning the mysteries of the carburetor, magneto and other automobile essentials, her ultimate ambition is to
be a chauffeur. In this she is inspired
by a desire to become
but she has some doubts of getting
maternal approval.
The Chevrolet company furnished
her the famous yellow suffrage car
from which she spoke throughout New
York last summer. She is still living
at the Hotel Brotzell, 3 East Twenty-sevent- h
street, but does not know how
long she can stay there if Mrs. Jones
tightens the purse strings. Mrs. Jones
lives at the Jones country borne In
Cold Spring Harbor, L. I.
"I don't know what mother will
say," said Miss Jones last night. "She
may stop my allowance; people do
strange things sometimes. I couldn't
prevent her; it's her money. I telephoned her I was going into the automobile business, but I didn't explain.
"One has to get down anl get under, you know. No, I don't wear overalls. I wear a big apron, which is
better than any masculine attire. I
hope to get a chauffeur's license and
drive a taxlcab in the suffrage parade
when the amendment passes this fall."
g
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Not His Time to Die.
Mr. Frank Scudamore relates an ex
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Better cookies, cake
and biscuits, too. All
as light, fluffy, tender

and delicious as mother used
to bake. And just as whole
some. For purer Baking Powder than Calumet cannot be bad

at any

price.

Ask your grocer.
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ALFALFA SEED Home grown, reclcaned,
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Remarkable Case.
traordinary Incident which occurred
a remarkable account of a
"Here's
be
Sudan
when
the
campaign,
during
saw an officer, a friend of bis, go down man who returns home after 20 years
finds his wife married again."
apparently shot through the head. "To and
"Those cases are not so remark-able- ."
my surprise," he says, "1 met blm
walking about after the battle, appar"The remarkable part is that the
ently none the worse, save his head
was bandaged. Then be showed me narrator does not allude to the refused husband as fn Enoch Adren."
how the bullet, striking and deflected
by one of the hooks of his helmet
Rub It On and Rub It In.
chain, had run right round his fore;
For lame back, stiff neck and sore
head, cutting a groove under the skin,
and had then glanced off the helmet throat, apply Hanford's Balsam of
book at the other side."
Myrrh, and be sure to rub It in thoroughly. It is guaranteed to cure or
your money will be refunded by your
MISS ELSIE G. CALDER
dealer. Adv.
Incandescent lamps feature a recently Invented spirit level
for usr in dark places.
d

For old sores apply Hanford's
sam. Adv.

Bal-

V.

Few sermons are as broad as they
are long. Chicago News.

Uric Acid in Your Food
Even digs can eat too much meat
Certainly, many people "dig their graves
with the'r teeth." Few get enough
exercise to justify a meat diet, for
meat brings uric acid. The kidneys
try hare" to get rid of that pqison, but
often a backache, or some other slight
symptom will show that the kidneys
need
d
The
remedy,
then, b Loan's Kidney Pills.
h-- lp.

time-trie-

An Oklahoma Case

THIS BIBLE IS CENTURY OLD

I. A. Mllna. 141
A,
Lawton,
Okla., aayi: "A conweak-me- d

Av.
In Windsor, Vt., and Bears
Marks of Exhaustive Study
by Owners.

Published

Wahpeton, N. D. E. H. Carter of
this city has an old relic of bygone
days in a Bible published in Windsor, Vt., in 1812, by Merrifield & Cochran at "The Sign of the Bible."
This book is one hundred and three
years old. It was the property of a
great uncle of Mr. Carter, who evidently had made an exhaustive study
of the Bible as was evidenced by the
copious marginal notes and references
In old fashioned handwriting.

stant atraln

Miss Elsie G. Calder, daughter of
Congressman and Mrs. William M.
Calder of Brooklyn, who recently made
her bow to society in New York, is
visiting her parents in Washington.
Several dinner, luncheon and theater
parties have been given for her, and
she was one of the pretty guests at
the Southern Relief Charity ball held
recently.

'feruf

my kldnaya.
Patna aelzed ma In
my back whan stoop-- 1
1. r
and my kldnaya
hurt ma terribly. I
couldn't control tha
k I d n a y secrotlona
and realised that I
must do something
for rsllef. Tha flrat
box of Doan'a Kld- nv Pills k.lnri ma
moved all tha trouble.
I haven't felt
a sign or It since."

GaEW,

.1 Aay Stew. SOeiBea

DOAN'SVAW

FOSTER-MILBUR-

CO, BUFFALO, N. Y,
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SMI SOS
Should ilwiyi find you waiting
with hoirty appotito
And your condition should on
ablo you to enjoy your food.
A "don't can" or a "no thank
you" diipotition indicate
A lazy liver, clogged bowed or
impaired digestion.

IIOSTETTEIi'S

and sweeten
stomach and bowels-Reg- ulate

Ecoflt

the

TI

M
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UL- c-j

Dcnticto' affirm ito helpfulness to teeth and gums.
Doctors attest ito aid to
appetite and digestion.
Give the kiddies 'all they
want. Use it yourself
regularly. Keep it always
on hand.

Told in
Divorce Suit.
w

ARE FOUND BY MOTHER

STOMACH BITTERS
Will tone

m

Strange Story of Elopement ol
Father-in-La-

W
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Tries In Vain to Induce Her Husband
to Let Girl Bride Return to His
Son Is 8hock to the
Bridegroom.

the appetite, assist

New Tork. How, on the very night
of his marriage, his own father stole
from him his young bride, was told
wards improving your general
on the witness stand in Justice
health.
part of the supreme court,
where Franklin D. Wood, a hospital
Try a bottle today, but be sure
Interne, twenty-thre- e
years old, asked
you get Hosteler's.
for a divorce from bis wife Leila.
The testimony shows that Wood
A 8elflsh Idea.
had
scarcely left the altar before he
an
old
"There goes
irascible
gentle
man who la a noted woman hater, yet noticed a change in the bride's demeanor. Instead of the laughing, Joche's In favor of votes for women."
"Well! Well! That's a compliment ular girl he had taken for a wife, be
to the persuasive powers of the fair was confronted by a serious-facewoman, unresponsive to love and
sex."
"I don't know whether it Is or not. caresses.
high-grad- e
"To make a long story short, she
He says he'd give them anything to
told me that she did not love me at
keep them quiet."
all, but that her affections were centered In an older man," said the inGIRLS! GIRLS! TRY IT, terne. "Who this man was she did
not say, but she inferred that 1 ought
to know him. I didn't know In fact,
BEAUTIFY YOUR HAIR I didn't even suspect."
Then Bride Vanished.
THE HOUSE
That evening the bride disappeared.
(Here ia a sample vers and ffloatratioa)
Wood could get no trace of her.
Make it Thick, Glossy, Wavy, Luxur
lived in a shoe
There was an old Spear-woma- n
Henry Jackson Wood, father of the
iant and Remove Dandruff Real
bride
knew what to del
the
she
when
For
her
interne,
disappeared
hopefuls
many
young
Surprise for You. '
vanished, but the son swore that be
them most happy, with WRIGLETS for all
made
She
suspected no connection between the
kept them in trim at a cost very small
two events. That his wife could have
Tour hair becomes light, wavy, fluf- gone away with her father-in-laIf
was beyond his comprehension.
fy, abundant and appears as soft, lustrous and beautiful as a young girl's she wanted to leave with him, why
"Wrigley Spearmen"
after a "Danderine hair cleanse." Just did she wait until after the ceremony
all
a
with
little had been performed? She might Just
you
try this moisten a cloth
Danderine and carefully draw it as well have gone before. '
book,
through your hair, taking one small
However, this is Just what did hapstrand at a time. This will cleanse pen, but the fact did not become
today
the hair of dust, dirt and excessive oil known until six months later.
It
moments
have
a
few
in
and
Just
would still be a secret had not the
you
ivniGLEY
doubled the beauty of your hair.
elder Wood written to the wife he had
Kesner
to
Cldg,, Chicago
to
go
Chicago
Besides beautifying the hair at once, deserted asking her
'
507
Danderine dissolves every particle of and confer with him over a divorce.
me
wrote
wanted
he
husband
"My
dandruff; cleanses, purifies and invigorates the scalp, forever stopping itch- to see me," testified. Mrs. Wood, "and
Its Sort
Different.
In Hard Case.
Curious.
I was informed that
I went to him.
ing and falling hair.
I embezzled this money
aa
Prisoner
vancar
is
his
Jones
Blnks
bis
human
is
says
about
"Curious
amateur
"That
farmer
ave2228
No.
doing
thing
Milwaukee
But what will please you most will he lived at
because I am not rich.
own sowing."
good as the day he bought it!
ity," said the costumer.
be after a few weeks' use when you
Jinks Jinks How about Jones?
Judge A poor excuse.
"So Is bis wife."
"To what do you refer?"
-' vt
will actually see new hair line and
I
I
a man is,
"The more knock-kneenew
first
but
yes
really
downy at
against coughs and all
For fouls in cattle use Hanford's
the more he wants to appear at a A simple remedy are
Dean's Mentholated
throat irritations,
hair growing all over the scalp. If
a
Scottish
as
ball
mask
Adv.
Balsam.
Highlander."
LAXATIVE
fie
all
at
FRUIT
good Druggists.
Cough Drops
you care for pretty, soft hair and lots
cent
of
bottle
of it, surely geta 25
How much easier to make mistakes
Poverty has its good points, A poor
Saber's White Bonanza Oats.
Knowlton's Danderine from any store
man never has the gout.
to unscramble them.
than
and just try It. Adv.
Made C. J. Johnson of Lincoln Co,
FlOR
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Nature in every way to

digestion-H-

Cultivate the saving instinct
with the United Profit
Sharing Gozipono around
each package, good toward
merchandise.
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Have you seen "Wrigles Mother
Goose" newest jingle book 28
pages in colors?

t

It
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The
their
to see
want
quaint antics in this
to
free! Write for it
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When a woman has no faith In her
husband she can generally find consolation with the fortune teller.

iv

"California Syrup of Figs" can't
harm tender stomach,

Minn., amous in growing 243 bushels from
2
bushels sown last spring. Can you
beat that in 1915? Wont you try?

This great
Oat has tak- en m o r e
prizes
siven bigger
and larger

liver and bowels.

lliiiwriani
Examine
carefully every bottle of
CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for
Infants and children, and see that It
Bears the
Signature
In Use For Over 80 Tears.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Cutoria
mwii

and

m

Some people will never be popular
and there's no reason why they should
be.

Sprains,Bruiser
Sloan's Liniment will save
hours of suffering.
For bruise
or sprain it gives instant relief.
It arrests inflammation and thus
prevents more serious troubles
developing. No need to rub it
in it acts at once, instantly
relieving the pain, however
severe it may be.
Hara'i Proof
CharUt Johnttm, P. 0. Box 101, Lav
N.
Y., vritut "I sprained
tm't Station,
my ankle and dislocated my loft hip by
out
of a third story window ail
ailing
months ago. I wont on crutches for four
months, then I started to use some of
your Liniment, according to your directions, and I must say that It is helping
ms wonderfully. I tlirew my crutohea
away. Only used two bottles of your
Liniment and now I am walking quite
well with one cane. I never will be without Sloan's Liniment."

25c
Send four cents ia stamps for a
TRIAL BOTTLE
All Dealers,

Dr. Earl S. Sloan, Inc.
Philadelphia, Pa
Dept B.

SLOAN'S

Every mother realizes, after giving
her children "California Syrup of
Figs" that this is their ideal laxative,
because they love its pleasant taste
and it thoroughly cleanses the tender
little stomach, liver and bowels with
out griping.
When cross, irritable, feverish, or
breath is bad, stomach sour, look at
the tongue, mother! If coated, give a
teaspoonful of this harmless "fruit
laxative," and in a few hours all the
foul, constipated waste, sour bile and
undigested food passes out of the bow
els, and you have a well, playful child
again. When its little system Is full
of cold, throat sore, has stomach-ache- ,
diarrhoea, Indigestion, colic remember, a good "Inside cleaning" should
Eloped With 8on'sWlfe.
always be the first treatment given.
Millions of mothers keep "California
nue, and I went to the address Immediately I arrived in the city, but I Syrup of Figs" handy; they know a
didn't let Mr. Wood know I had ar- teaspoonful today saves a sick child
rived. The servant let me into the tomorrow. Ask at the store for a
bottle of "California Syrup of
house and I walked to the bedroom.
As I opened the door my husband Figs," which has directions for babies,
s
sprang out of bed, and at the same children of all ages and grown-uptime Lelia, my son's wife, ran to the printed on the bottle. Adv.
window."

Refused to Part.
Mrs. Wood said that her daughter-in-law
was shrieking, and she demanded what it all meant. Thereupon
her husband told her that he loved
The wife sat
his daughter-in-law- .
down and talked matters over with
blm. She argued that he should let
the girl go back to his son, but he
would not have It. Thereupon the
younger Mrs. Wood put her arms
about Wood and said she would not
be separated from him.
Shortly after this episode Wood
and his son's wife left Chicago and
went to St. Louis, where they are now
living.

&

d

Kills

The evidence went to show that
as soon as the son began courting the
girl the father became Interested In
her and she In him, but the curious
twist in misplaced affections was care
fully kept from young Wood. Up to
the moment of the admissions made
by his bride he believed he possessed
her heart, and the shock to him was

great
Frames Own Arrest.
Threatened with death
by the black hand, Andrew Postlglt
one, "framed up" his own arrest. Ad
drew said he wanted to go to Jail to
save his life, He displayed a pistol
and promptly was arrested under the
an U weapon law.

last
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wRoofing
You can't tell by
roll of roofing Yhbwt
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States

than

Buy materials that last

it s

Known,

no rmously
prolific. Just
the uat tor
lows, Minn.,

Wis.. Ill,

Ind.,

Pa, N. Y,

Kansas

and

Mich,
i!

Missouri.
Ask your dealer for products made by us they bear
our name.

We are America's headquarters for
Alfalfa and Potatoes
Timothy, Clovers and Farm Seeds.

Asphalt Raeflass
and pHess)
Hi eredas
Slat Swfaced Saiaslea
Asphalt Fella
beaateains; Felts
Tarred Felts
Beiidiaf Papers

For 10o In Postage
We gladly mail our Catalog
ana sample package ol len famous Farm Seeds, including
Spelts, "The Cereal Wonder;"
Rejuvenated White Bonanza
n
Oats, "The Prize Winner;"
Dollar Grass; Teosinte,
the Silo Filler, etc, etc

WorUF

Prepare razor. Dip brush In hot
water and rub It on Cutlcura Soap held
in palm of hand. Then make lather
on face and rub In for a moment
with fingers. Make second lathering
and shave. Rub bit of Cutlcura Ointment over shaven parts (and on scalp
if any dandruff or itching) and wash
all off with Cutlcura Soap and hot
water, shampooing same time. One
soap for all shaving, shampooing,
bathing and toilet. It's velvet for sensitive skins. No slimy mug. No germs.
Free
No waste of time or money.
sample each If you wish. Address
postcard, "Cutlcura, Dept. XT, Boa-tonSold everywhere. Adv.
."

ester.
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Or Send

Roofing
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giaraBteed 10 yean
pJyfBnustee4 15 rears

Plaaie Reafia
naaaaa vasai
Uaf CaatJa
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AHseta

John A. Saber
Croaac, Wis., twenty cents
and receive
above
botu
Uods and their big

to Feed the World'

eoiieo
catalog.
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As Ever.
"Since the war began the women
have been taking the places of the
men on the Paris street cars."
"Well, they'd do it here, but the men
are too ill mannered to get up."

1 1

Domestic) Eye Medicine. Murine Is Btlll Com.
pounded by Our Physicians and guaranteed
by them as a Reliable Relief for Kyes that Need
Care. Try li In your Kyes and In Baby's Ryes-- No
Smarting Just Bye Comfort. Buy Murine
of your Druggist aecept no Substitute, and If
Intereeted writ for Book of the Eye free.
MURINE XU BEMKDX CO., CHICAGO

a woman boasts that she can

One's good opinion of one's self marry any man she pleases
doesn't please any of them.
should be maintained In silence.

who

The war's fearful devastation of European
crops has caused an unusual demand for grain
'from the American Continent The people of the
' world must be fed and there is an unusual demand
' for Canadian wheat. Canada's invitation to sverr
Industrious American is therefore especially attrac- tire. She wants fanners to make money and happy,
prosperous homes for themselves while helping her
to raise immense wheat crop.

m

ii

other lands can be bought at remarkably low prices. Think of the money too
can make with wheat at Its present high prices, where for some time it is liable to continue. During many years Canadian wheatJelds have arm red 20
bushels to the acre many yields as high as 45 bushels to the acre. Wanderfol
crop also of Oats, Barlay mmi Flax.
Mixed farm ind la fully as profitable aa industrv as train raisin r. The excel
lent gTasses,full of nutrition, are the only food required either for beef or dairy
purposes, uooa scnoois, maraeu convrauni, cumaio eaxeuenc.
Hllltirr serrica Is sot ocmralaory Cuada. bat then Is aa extra asmaadta
labor to replace the many young men who aav volunteered for the wax Ts Jr- -

tameatuuaiurniniarsapsixiraacrssus7aia.
Writ for literature and particaUrs as ts reduced railway i
qr
vnawa,

r W"ysCy

mwuamumummtaamm,

WjaV3L

iwnses,

GOTenunsot Agsot

New York.

gray halrav
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Tou can get a Homestead of 160 acres FREE and

Have Healthy, Strong-- , Beautiful Bye
Oculists and Physicians used Murine Eye
Remedy many years before it was offered as a

uly, grizzly,

Mrat

Ostelaal

12o

Seed Co., Box 720s

Seoauee of thoee

4

ft. tar

And we will mail yon our
big Catalog and six generous

Many

i
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General Roofing Manufacturing Company

Or send to

8havlng for Sensitive
Skins, Trial Free.

The only
real test of
roofing quality
is on the roof .

yields
t r ougnout
United

the

The best manicure acid is made packages of Early Cabbage,
Cucumber, Lettuce,
from a tablespoonful of lemon Juice to Carrot,
Radish, Onion furnishing lots
a cup of hot water.
and lots of juicy delicious
Vegetables during the early
Spring and Summer.
CUTICURA SHAVING
la

it will last oa the roof, bat wbn jooT
the gTMraatee of a respootJeJr
wbw company, yon know tMrpW- -
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Attorney at Law
Office next to Land Office.

m

if

Tucumcari, New Mexico.

San Jon,

Receiver

Justice of Peace.

Jit-

Constable.

KOAD BONDS LOSE,
IS LATEST REPORT.

As' we go to press the latest
news by telephone indicates that
(he election held in this county,
Thursday, April ist, for the purpose of voting 60,000.00 bonds,
for the construction of roads and
bridges, bad lost by a small
majority.
The greatest objection raised by
the voters of this precinct to the
fcoods was the fear, that, should
the bonds carry, this precinct
might not get its pro rata share
of the $60,000.00
All voting precincts under the
caprock gave a majority for the
bonds, except three, which include
San Jon precinct, No. 12, where
1 1 votes were cast for the bonds,
and 47 against.

Ibis hospital is open to the pa
tients of all reputable physician- sboth surgical and medical cases,
Com- except infectious diseases.
penent nurses in attendance at all
hours.

Daily except Sundav.
No. 91, Local Frt.West 9:10 p.m.
N. 9a, Local Frt. East 8:50 a.m.
O.R. DENTON, Agent.
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

MONEY

013688

of the Interior TT.
Land Olllce at Tucumcari, N.

S
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Applications received for loans.
K
from I100.00 to lio.ooo.oo,
Notice Is hereby given that William
and unimproved town
improved
W. Waterfleld, of Plain N. M., who,
on August 11, 1908, made Homestead property and farmlands.. Interest'
und 8 oer cent straight.
Entry No. OUKl for Wl-- SE1-E'4SVV, Section 12, and 011 Sept able annually or
ember 8, 1910 made Add'l Hd.Entry No. Time: one
to ten years.
Appli
013089 for
Sec 12,Twp. 7N
for
cants
will please give deloans
32
M.
V,
E.N.
Meridian has
Range
tiled notice of intention to make final scription, location, and valuation
live year Proof, to establish claim of property offered as security for
to the land above described, before loan. State improvements and
s
J. C. Trkkey U. S. Commissioner value of same.
at, Grady, N. M. on the 12th day of
i e LLi
We want county representatives
May, 1915.
to receive applications for loan,,
Claimant names an witnesses:
Edward O. Davis, H. 0. Barker. Wm, appraise property, ana serve
M. Lancaster, and L. A. 1'etlt all of our exclusive representative.
At
r ni nr. n
torney or real estate man preier" ..
Plain, New Mexico.
mK pir.no in ymv,' cxr, lionr for sn f.nv,
.m
"
V7ym'nyftKJa '? aflv;,ncered.
R. P. Donohoo, Register
tl,t v. m ,;, v 1 , '
and If
Applicants for loans
t
.
applicants for agencies positively
t..nd and fines-- niano in rvorv
,
I .?' I
U
required to furnish at least two
U
,trly,1r"d '"
aj'- - Tb,8.&tarck
will, r,n),
character references and forward
postage, five 2c stamps, for appli
. Save $1S0.M
r
IVn siii direct to ; on fnm
cation blanks, full particulars,
,V:r tortorv, .it
"
ol M :.o
..
and prompt reply. Write Soutli- - '.t! "( ymir.to f'.ntih
K,
net a
1
k'v.
li.tr- r,i:i,,, f'.r t! in:r:.)tw
it pi..."
ir...:i.n t)i:,rt von can
lv
em Office, Southeastern Mortgage ''(.'!(;
r.'.
M o
uf
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11
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liuriihiP luirli ri'.irl
!tisfu.jloiy wm
P'ljt Vin.r
Loan Assn., Fourth Nat'l Bank
v.pitn?ui i!ihi,i; J,,, m;!, r
Caavaaico
Bldg., Atlanta, Ga.
2nd IhrA E:
r. !; Sipr!c
Walter XVinam, jj.
.
mn H vw
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Bert Sharp and Bob Isler traded

borei Monday.

E. D. Reed was a plains visitor
Sunday
Walter Sharp purchased a spar
of mules from E. D. Reed Mon
dav,
T, F. Ray has a fine well of
water on his place. That is one
more step up the ladder for Mexico.
Mr. Dunn is loadinsr a car ol
Wheat at Sao Joo tbis week.
iV
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POPS
MECHANICS

MAGAZINE

For Father and Son

AND ALL THE FAMILY

Two and a half million readers find it of
absorbing interest Everything in it ie

Written So You Can Undtntand It

We.

I1

400,000 copies every month without

premium! and have
cmnf
newsdealer willshow

no solicitor. Any
you a copy j or write the
a postal will do.
publisher for free sample
4 YKAH
18c A COPY

$tM

Popular Maohanlea Magailna
a He. aWsMaen
CHICAGO
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biggest ride match In the world the .22
rifle and Savage amscribers, or 'renewals. TbeseSup.
Savage
NOTICE TOR PUBLICATION
munition in the hands of Mr. Walter
tior Transfer Patterns are the
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015107
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(The finest

Daily.
No. 41, Passenger West 7:45 p.m
No. 42, Passenger East 5:15 a.m.
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Premiums.

TIME TABLE.

1

Blank applications or furthf-irrmation in regard to the ren
price Mill be furnished upon
r of Pu;
quest to the Commi-sio!io Lands. Santa Fe, New Mx'i
Sec. Twp. R;
Sec. Twp. R(f.
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Complete line o fSWens
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you money on Grocer- &fMiliary,
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PHYSICIANS HOSPITAL

Wednesday it commenced snow
ing about 9 o'clock and continued
Preaching on the First and
steady all day, and through the
Third
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by
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connection
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ditions very favorable for wheat
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be
Communion
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the Lord's
better at this time of the vear for
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collection
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for the
pring planting. The farmers are Supper
poor.
preparing to put in a large acreOn the Third Sunday at either
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you will place in the small
preparation of the ground is
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envelope
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making
monthly
The great conflict which is raging io Europe, (and who can say salary.
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day
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in that country, and consequently
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it behooves the agricultural inter- morning at Ten Oclock.
ests in this country to be ready to
Z. T. McDaniel, Supt.
supply the dsmand of the Europ-onotions on this country for
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SALE BROS. STUDIO
QUAY COUNTY.
Best equipped studio in tbis part
The following is a list of the
of the Southwest.
Kodak finish
vacant school sections in the
named county on February ing a speciality.
Mail us your
ist, T915, which are subject to films. Prompt service. Eastern
lease for grazing or agricultural
Prices.
purposes.
In some cases only parts of secNew Mexico
tions are vacant.
The vacant Tucumcari,
area will be furnished upon
f
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C. L. Owen, Clerk.
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New Mexico.

The W. O. W, meets each sec
R. P. .Donohoo.
ond and fourth Saturday. Visitng
Felipe Sanchez y Baca. soverigns welcomed.
J. A. Atkins, C. C
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U. S. Commissioner.

Second District Fred Walther.
Third District T. C. Collins.
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Wo now hav a
complete line ol

Famous, Warner
Hunt Proof Corsets. Guaranteed,

Commissioners

JESSE T, WHITE

substitutes.

Accept no

guaranteed.

if i

New Mex

ROYAL A. PRENTICE

First District W. B. Rector.

One Dollar per pair

now Complete.

Vorenberg Motel.

I. F, Ward.
Probate Clerk D. j. Ftnnegan.
Treasurer Lee G. Pearson.
Probate Judge J. O. Cutlip.
Assessor J. L. Briscoe.
Mr.
Superintendent of Schools
E. Pack.
Surveyor W. L. Traylor.

Our stock

Best made at any price.

Practice Limited to

.Forsman

Sheriff

I.

.

The Crown Overall is the Biggest &

MEXICO

Eye, Ear, Nose & Throat

County Officers

C. Mundell,
C. Martin,
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